
 

TPT's Cape Town Terminals wins PMR Africa Awards

Transnet Port Terminals (TPT) came out on top at the PMR Africa Awards on 27 June 2016 in Woodstock, Cape Town.
TPT's Cape Town Terminals were recognised for their contributions to the Western Cape region and was presented the
Diamond Arrow award as well as a Golden Area presented to the terminal manager, Pamela Yoyo.

Pamela Yoyo, terminal manager for TPT Cape Town Terminals (centre) with the rest of her Cape Town Management.

The results of these awards are based on PMR Africa's annual country survey on the City of Cape Town and Cape
Peninsula Region that is independently-conceived, implemented and funded by PMR.africa. The ratings are sourced
monthly from top decision-makers to identify contributors to the economic growth and development of SA's municipal
districts, provinces and the SADEC countries.

“We are honoured to receive this independent accolade which is intended to recognise leaders in all major industries
based on ratings from clients, customers and suppliers. To be acknowledged by the people we work with in our industry
means so much to us and just shows that our efforts to exemplify practices that support optimum efficiency and delivery at
our Cape Town operations has paid off. I am very proud of my team and their continuous zeal and passion that inspires us
all and helps move Transnet forward. Well done to all the winners and I am confident we will continue to strive for excellence
and work towards creating an even more significant and positive impact on the region’s economy,” stated Yoyo.

The purpose of the PMR Africa Awards is to not only enhance excellence and set a benchmark in the respectve industries
but to also acknowledge personnel and staff for creating the perception and reality out there that this company is a leader
in their respective industry.

The award status criteria have three levels that look to measure companies, institutions, government entities and individuals
on their contribution to the economic growth and development of the country, levels of management expertise,
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implementation of corporate governance and levels of innovation. A Diamond Arrow award ranks a company as first overall
in their industry with a rating of outstanding, followed by a Gold award and then Silver/Bronze.
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